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Document version history 
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Important, before using the gateways, it needs to be aware of the below conditions. 

 

Gateway technical support is a complex subject because depending on the knowledge of each of you, 
getting started may be more or less long. Basic computer knowledge is required, so it is necessary to 
contact your IT department first, who should be able to easily understand the gateway using the 
documents provided by ATIM and the official documentation of the network server at this address: 
https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server before any contact. 

 

https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server
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Technical features 

ATIM markets three types of LoRaWAN gateways: 

Compact Industrial Outdoor 
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a. Calculator Card 

 Gateway LoRaWAN 

 Compact Industrial Outdoor 

Processor ARMv7 Broadcom BCM3837 (4 Cortex core A53) @ 1.2GHz 

Cards reader Micro-SD (16Go standard), 1Go of LPDDR2 

HDMI 1 - - 

USB 2.0 4 

LAN  Ethernet 10/100 

PAN Bluetooth BLE 4.1, integrated antenna 

WLAN Wi-Fi 802.11 b/g/n, integrated antenna, without diversity 

Power supply 
+5V / 2.5A via Micro-

USB connector 

9-36Vdc / 2.5A via 

terminal block 
Passive PoE 24V – 0.5A 

LED meaning Power supply (red) and activity (green) 

 
 

b. Radio Card 

 
 Gateway LoRaWAN 

 Compact Industrial Outdoor 

Physical layer LoRa 

MAC layer LoRaWAN 

Semtech baseband processor SX1308 SX1301 

Semtech transceiver SX1257 

Frequency band 863 – 870 MHz 

Transmitting power 14 dBm max 

Sensibility -137 dBm 

LoRa antenna [Option] external on SMA connector 
[Option] external on N 

connector 

GNSS antenna [Option] external on SMA connector 
[Option] external on N 

connector 

Power supply Provided by the calculator card 

LED meaning 
Power supply (blue) & RBNE radio activity (green), RXSP (red), BKPT 

(yellow), RXFP (red), TXPKT (green) 
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c. Software 

 Gateway LoRaWAN 

 Compact Industrial Outdoor 

System part 

Raspbian Linux 9 

DHCP Client, OpenSSH 

OpenVPN, iptables, fail2ban, monit, logwatch 

Node.js, Node.RED 

Mosquitto, Mosquitto Clients 

LoRaWAN part 

Driver/HAL Semtech (https://github.com/Lora-net/lora_gateway) 

Packet Forwarder Semtech (https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder) 

Network server of Petr Gotthard v0.5.5 (https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server) 

 
 
 

d. Mechanical 

 Gateway LoRaWAN 

 Compact Industrial Outdoor 

Casing 

Black anodized 

aluminum with air 

vents on the top and 

bottom 

Black anodized 

aluminum radiator type 

above, rear ventilation 

opening 

Gray cast aluminum, 

waterproof 

Dimensions [mm, antenna(e) 

excluded] 
98 x 84 x 36 mm 123 x 105 x 43 mm 280 x 200 x 80 mm 

Weight [g] 152 375 1500 

Mounting 

Wall fixation 

(compatible 4x VESA 75 

x 75) 

Rail-DIN Mast 

Connectors 
USB, Ethernet, HDMI, Micro-USB (power supply), 

SMA (LoRa), [Option] SMA (GNSS/GPS) 

Passive PoE 24V – 0.5A 

(power supply), 1 N 

connector (LoRa), 

[Option] 1 N connector 

(GNSS/GPS) 

 
  

https://github.com/Lora-net/lora_gateway
https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder
https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server
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e. Environment 

 Gateway LoRaWAN 

 Compact Industrial Outdoor 

Operation temperature [°C] -20 / +55 -20 / +70 -20/ +55 

Storage temperature [°C] -30 / +85 

Humidity 5 to 95% without condensation 

IP rating IP30 IP66 

Flammability rating UL94 V-0 
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Gateway commissioning 

 

i. Check the contents of the kit 
 

✓ A LoRaWAN compact version gateway 
✓ A pre-installed Micro-SD card 
✓ A power supply (see table with different types of power depending on the model) 

 

ii. Prerequisites before installation 
 

✓ The gateway must be able to access the Internet network via an ADSL, 4G or any modem / 
router 

✓ The router's firewall must not block traffic 
✓ There must be a DHCP server, a local DNS on your local network 
✓ The management PC and the gateway must be on the same network 

 

iii. Prepare the gateway 
 

✓ Mount the LoRa antenna (optional) 
✓ Mount the GNSS antenna (optional) 
✓ Connect the gateway to the local Ethernet network. 

 
BE CAREFUL:  

Never switch on the gateway without first mounting the antennas!!! 

 

iv. Power up 
 

✓ Connect the power cable 
✓ The operating system (Linux) starts up after a few seconds. 
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Connection to the gateway 

a. Local mode connection (compact version) 

 
 This connection mode requires the following equipment to be plugged directly into the 
gateway: 

✓ 1x screen via HDMI 
✓ 1x keyboard + mouse via USB  

 
In local mode, you are directly connected to the LoRaWAN gateway. As soon as the calculator has 
started you can open a working session with the following IDs: 

login: ogate 
password: ogate 

 

You can now configure and administer the LoRaWAN gateway in command mode! 
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b. Network mode connection (all versions) 

 

This connection mode requires the following hardware to open a working session on the 
gateway: 
 

✓ Remote workstation (Linux, Windows) 
✓ Having installed the Apple Bonjour service on the workstation 

There are two ways to connect in network mode: 
 

i. By establishing an SSH connection with the MAC address of the gateway 
ii. By establishing an SSH connection with the IP address of the gateway 

 
i. Establish an SSH connection with the MAC address of the gateway 

 

 
The hostname of the gateway is unique:  
1gate-mac_address 
 
 
The mac_address can be seen on the label affixed 
to the LoRaWAN gateway housing. 
 
 
The EMAC address must be noted. 
In this example, we can find the MAC address of 
the following industrial gateway: 
b827eb9b5bcf 
 
 

There are two ways to write and apply the lines of code necessary for the SSH connection! 

Command Prompt  
 
Windows PowerShell 

 
Open one of these two applications and enter the code below: 
ssh ogate@1gate-mac_address.local 
 

The IDs to be filled in are as follows: 

login: ogate 
password: ogate 

 
You can now configure and administer the LoRaWAN gateway in command mode! 
 
Note: The LoRaWAN gateway only has Linux in console mode as a graphical interface; no web browser 
present on the machine. It is therefore necessary to establish a connection via the web browser of 
your remote computer (Linux / Windows) 

https://support.apple.com/kb/DL999?viewlocale=en_US&locale=fr_FR
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ii. Establish an SSH connection with the gateway IP address 
 
This connection must be made if the previous one with the MAC address is not feasible (local DNS of 
your modem / router does not work). 
 

There are several ways to find the gateway IP address: 
 

– on your modem / router (Connect to see the addresses allocated by the DHCP server) 
– using an "IP scanner" from your workstation (Angry IP Scanner on Windows or Linux, nmap on 

Linux ...) 
– using an "IP scanner" application on your mobile phone (IOS or Android). 

 
Once you have found the gateway IP address, you can establish an SSH connection. 
 

ssh ogate@ip_address_of_the_gateway 
 

Example: ssh ogate@192.168.0.1 
 
The IDs to be filled in are as follows: 

login: ogate 
password: ogate 

 
You can now configure and administer the LoRaWAN gateway in command mode! 
 

Note: The LoRaWAN gateway only has Linux in console mode as a graphical interface; no web browser 
present on the machine. It is therefore necessary to establish a connection via the web browser of 
your remote computer (Linux / Windows). 
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Enable Wi-Fi 
 
1GATE uses connman to manage network connections. 
 

sudo connmanctl 
 

Allow Wi-Fi 
 

connmanctl > enable wifi 
 

Configure WiFi in client mode 
 

connmanctl > scan wifi 

connmanctl > services 

connmanctl > agent on 

connmanctl > connect <service name> 

example: connect wifi_0013ef20018a_4d6f7468_managed_psk 

connmanctl > exit 

Configure Wi-Fi in access point mode 

connmanctl > tether wifi on <ssid> <passphrase> 
 

example : tether wifi on 1GATE-03C943 FB569C16 
 
To exit access point mode and return to the client mode 
 

connmanctl > tether wifi off 

To return to access point mode 
 

connmanctl > tether wifi on 

connmanctl > exit 

The configuration files are in / var / lib / connman. 
To modify the network usage order or use a single network, you need to edit the 
/etc/connman/main.conf file. 
 

Sudo nano /etc/connman/main.conf 
[General] 
AllowHostnameUpdates=false 
 
SingleConnectedTechnology=false 

PreferredTechnologies = ethernet,wifi,cellular 

PersistentTetheringMode=true 
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Enable Bluetooth 

 

1GATE uses connman to manage network connections. 
 
To add or change network interfaces: 
 

Sudo connmanctl 

 

Connmanctl> enable bluetooth 

 

Connmanctl> exit 

 

Now you need to run the command: 
 

bluetoothctl 
 
[bluetooth] # scan on 
 
[bluetooth] # agent on 
 
[bluetooth] # pair followed by device id 
 
[bluetooth] # trust followed by device id 
 
[bluetooth] # exit 
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Administration de la gateway LoRaWAN 

 
The "Driver" and "HAL" of the radio card (SX1301 / SX1308, SX1255 / SX1257) are installed in the 
/opt/semtech/lora_gateway directory. 
 
There is in this directory the "libloragw" library, test tools and utilities. 
 
By default, the gateway starts Semtech's packet forwarder. 
 
Semtech's "packet forwarder" is installed in the / opt / semtech / packet_forwarder directory 
 
The configuration files (local_conf. json and global_conf. json) as well as the startup scripts are 
installed in the / opt / semtech / bin directory. 
 
The systemctl tool is used to configure the services that are launched at the gateway startup 
 
To configure a service to run automatically at system startup, use the command: 
 

Sudo systemctl enable service_name.service 

 

Example: sudo systemctl enable semtech 
 
To start, stop, restart, or know the status of a service in the current session: 
 

Sudo systemctl start | stop | restart | status service_name.service 

 

Example: sudo systemctl start semtech 

 

IMPORTANT: If you wish to use a different packet forwarder (TTN, Loriot), please contact Technical 
support so that they can provide the appropriate documentation. 
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LoRaWAN servers for private networks 
 
Open-source LoRaWAN Server that integrates both the network-server and the application-server. 
This is useful for application providers that operate their own LoRa network, or for device and 
application developers. 

The server: 
 

− Implements the LoRaWAN Specification v1.0.1 

− Communicates with (any number of) remote LoRaWAN gateways 

− Handles (any number of) Class A or Class C devices 

− Supports both the node activation by personalization (ABP) and the over-the-air activation 
(OTAA). 

− Performs all required encryption and integrity checks 

− Supports both unconfirmed and confirmed data uplink and downlink. 

− Supports both manual and automatic configuration of TX power and data rate (ADR). 

− Invokes external applications. It currently supports connections via: 

− WebSocket protocol RFC6455 

− MQTT v3.1/v3.1.1, including applications hosted in Amazon AWS IoT, IBM Watson IoT 
Platform, Microsoft Azure IoT Hub 

− HTTP(S) 

− Supports EU 863-870 (Europe), US 902-928 (Etats-Unis), CN 779-787 (Chine), EU 433 
(Europe), AU 915-928 (Australie), CN 470-510 (Chine) and KR 920-923 (Korea) band. 

− Is free, distributed under the MIT license. 
 
The server aims to be an all-in-one software package for small private LoRa networks.  

 

However: 

− You will need to deploy and maintain it yourself. 

− It will probably never support the sophisticated management features of the commercial-
grade network-servers. 

 

The maximum number of gateways, devices and nodes the server can support depends on the server 
load and hardware performance. There are no hard limits. 
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LoRaWAN server Administration 
 

Before any contact with Technical Support, please refer to the documentation of the 
LoRaWAN server is available in full at the following 
address: https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server  

 
 
You can administer and manage the server via a set of web pages or via a REST API. 
By default, the server listens on HTTP port 8080. 
 

1. Connection to the Web administrator of the gateway 

a. Establish a connection 

Via a web browser, enter the following URL: http://server:8080 

Where server deals with IP address of the DNS server or with the host name of your server. 

 

To obtain the IP address of the DNS server of the gateway, follow these steps: 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 1  2  3  4 

The network security 
key deals with the 
WPA KEY (to be read 
on the gateway label) 

In this example,  

WPA KEY  D79B5BCF 
 
Click then on Properties. 

 

https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server
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A Settings window will open and you 
will have access to the detailed 
Properties on the screenshot. 

 

You will need to write down and copy 
the IP address of the IPv4 DNS server 

 

Here : 

192.168.0.1 

 

 

 

 

 

Then enter the following IDs: 

Username admin 
or 

ogate 

Password admin ogate 
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b. Editing credentials 

 

The default port and credentials (defined when the server database was created). 
 
These can be changed in sys.config if necessary. 

 
The credentials can then be changed via the administration interface. 
 
The management web pages are available under / admin. It is a wrapper around the REST API 
described below. 
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2. Presentation of the Web administrator 

a. Dashboard 

 
This server dashboard shows: 

• List of Servers, Gateways and Nodes. 
• The 7 more recent events and the 7 last received frames. 
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b. Menu configuration tabs 

 
Users contains a list of identities that can manage the server. All have 
the same access rights. 
 
Infrastructure covers the configuration of LoRa gateways, broadcast 
channels and the list of ignored nodes. 
 

Devices lists the devices allowed to connect using OTAA (over-the-
air-activation). 
 
Backends allows the connection between several remote servers 
(user interfaces / platform) and the gateway. 
 
Received Frames lists the messages / frames received by the gateway 
from the Devices. 
 

 

c. Minimal configuration 

It is necessary to carry out a minimum configuration in order to interface the Gateway (s) with the 
product (s) belonging to the private network that one wishes to set up. 

I. Add the LoRaWAN gateways you want to use  

Create a new gateway on the Gateways list.  

 

II. Configure each device you want to use:  

i. Add the device (s) activated by ABP (Activated by Personalization) 

Create a new entry in the Activated Nodes list 

ii. Add the device (s) activated in OTAA (Over the Aire Activation) 

Create a new entry in the Devices list and start the device. The list of Nodes will be 
automatically updated once the device has joined the network. 
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d. Create a new gateway 

To access this page, follow the following route: 

For each LoRaWAN gateway, you can define and display: 

* Mandatory field Description 

MAC * Designates the MAC address of the gateway 

Group Designates a group of devices or application-specific behavior 

TX Chain * 
Identifies the "radio channel" of the gateway used in downlink (gateway to sensor), 
usually 0. It should correspond to radio_x (eg. radio_0) with tx_enable: true 
in the parameters global_conf. json 

Antenna Gain (dBi) 
Can be configured to ensure that TX Power + Antenna Gain is less than the maximum 
PIRE (equivalent isotropic radiated power) authorized for a given region 

Description Open field for the user 

Location Option unavailable 

Altitude Gateway altitude 

Note : To clone an existing gateway, simply register it with a different MAC. 
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e. Create a new multicast channel 

To access this page, follow the following route: 

 

To define a multicast channel, you must define: 
 
 

 
 
Class B and Class C devices support multicasting. Several devices can be configured to listen to 
targeted downlinks on a given DevAddr, so that the same frame can be received by a group of devices. 
 
  

* Mandatory field Description 

DevAddr * DevAddr of the channel, it must not overlap with any Node address. 

Profiles Designates a group of devices [see Create a new device] 

NwkSKey * Object / operator & object / user encryption key 

AppSKey * Object / operator & object / user encryption key 

FCnt Down * Represents the frame broadcast counter. 
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f. Create a new ignored node 

 
To access this page, follow the following route: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

To define a node to ignore, you must define: 
 

 
If two networks are operating in the same area, the server will receive frames from devices using the 
other network. Whenever such a device sends a frame, the unknown_devaddr error will be 
displayed. 
 

To suppress warnings from a specific device, enter its DevAddr and FFFFFFFF as Mask. 
 

To suppress warnings from all devices on a given network, enter a DevAddr for a device and 
FE000000 as Mask. The 7 most significant bits (MSB) correspond to the address and the 7 least 
significant bits (LSB) correspond to the network identifier. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

* Mandatory field Description 

DevAddr * DevAddr of the node 

Mask Data used in bit-by-bit operations 
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g. Event List 

 
To access this page, follow the following route: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This list includes an overview of errors and warnings that have occurred in the past 
 24 hours. See the event list guide for more details. 
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h. Create a new device 

 
To access this page, follow the following route: 

 

 

 

 

 

This tab shows the devices that can join the LoRaWAN network using OTAA activation. Active network 
nodes that have already been paired or activated by ABP activation. 

 

For each device that can join your network, the configurations to be performed are as follows: 
 

 
To clone an existing device, simply save it as another DevEUI. Once the device has joined the 
network, the Node field will contain a new reference to the Nodes list. 

You can also define a set of ADR parameters. Once the device has joined the network, the server will 
attempt to configure it accordingly. 

* Mandatory field Description 

DevEUI * DevEUI of the device 

Profile * Profile used by this device 

App Arguments Which is an opaque string with application-specific parameters. 

AppEUI Device-specific key 

AppKey * Device-specific key 

Description Open field 

Last Join Loss of timestamp from previous successful Join requests. 

Node Once the device joins the network, the Node field will contain a reference to the Nodes list 
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i. Create new node 

 
To access this page, follow the following route: 

 

 

 

 

 

This tab contains the active nodes of the network which have already joined the network using OTAA 
(Over the Air) activation or which have been activated by ABP (activated-by-personalization). All 
devices that can join the network via OTAA are listed in the device list. 

 

 

For each active network node, you can define: 
 

 

* Mandatory field Description 

DevAddr * DevAddr of the node 

Profile * Profile used by this Node 

App Arguments Which is an opaque string with application-specific parameters 

NwkSKey * Device-specific key 

AppSKey * Device-specific key 

Description Open field 

FCnt Up Represents the uplink frame counter 

FCnt Down * Represents the downlink frame counter 
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The downlink table contains the frames created by the application, the transmission of which is 
scheduled. Class A devices only listen for downlinks for 2 seconds after an uplink transmission. 
Therefore, the transmission of all messages may take a long time. Class C downlinks are not included 
because they are scheduled immediately. 
To clone an existing node, simply save it as another DevAddr. 
 
Optionally, you can also define the ADR parameters. The server will attempt to configure the device 
accordingly. 
Under the configuration options, you can monitor the performance of the node. You can see the 
assumed ADR parameters and two graphs that display the last 50 images received. 
 
The device status indicates the device's recent battery level (0-255) and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 
of the downlinks received. 
 
Status Time and Status FCnt indicate the last date on which the status was received by the server. 
The server requests the status of the device during the join or reset, then at time intervals / fcnt 
defined by the devstat_gap parameter. 

By default, {devstat_gap, {86400, 24}} requests the status every 24 hours or every 24 images 
(whatever happens first). 
 
 
The server also requests device status when the ADR settings change. 
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j. Create a new handler 

To access this page, follow the following route: 

 

 

 

 

To create a new manager, you can define it: 

 

* Mandatory field Description 

Application * Name of the application 

Uplink Fields * Uplink fields which will be transmitted to the backend connector 

Payload Payload message format, maybe: ASCII Text or  Cayenne LPP 

Parse Uplink Object / operator & object / user encryption key 

Event Fields Object / operator & object / user encryption key 

Parse Event function to modify event data fields 

Build Downlink function to create a downlink based on data fields of the backend 

D/L Expires * 

Defines when downlinks can be deleted. 
Never → class A downlinks for a device will be queued and eventually delivered 
    → all confirmed downlinks will be retransmitted until they are recognized, even when a new downlink is sent. 
When Superseded → only the most recent class A downlink will be scheduled for dispatch. The replaced downlinks will be deleted. 
                                  → unacknowledged downlinks will be deleted when sending a new downlink (class A or C). 

Test The button can be used to send a test event to all connections associated with this event handler. 

Connectors Connector identifier (see next chapter) 

https://github.com/myDevicesIoT/cayenne-docs/blob/master/docs/LORA.md
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You must configure the Device / Node application on the backend and enter a Group name for this 
device / node. The Device / Node Group must match the name of the Manager Group. 

 

If the Connector is not defined, the Manager will apply to a connection in WebSocket exclusively. 

 
Parse Uplink is an Erlang function that converts a binary number to a JSON list encoded in the fields 
attributes. The result will be summed up as a fun function with two parameters, which converts the 
binary number into an Erlang representation of JSON. 

Example: 

fun(_Port, <<LED, Press:16, Temp:16, AltBar:16, Batt, Lat:24, Lon:24, 
AltGps:16>>) -> 
  #{led => LED, pressure => Press, temp => Temp/100, alt_bar => AltBar, 
batt => Batt} 
end. 

<<A, B, C>> is a binary model, where A, B, C are "variables" corresponding to the encoded binary 

values. Erlang maps the incoming binary data from the model and completes the "variables" with 
their respective binary values. Below are some examples: 

• <<A>> corresponds to 1 value, 1 byte in length. 
• <<A, B>> corresponds to 2 values, each one 1 byte long. 
• <<A:16>> corresponds to 1 unassigned int value, 2 bytes big-endian in length 
• <<A:16/little-signed-integer>> corresponds to 1 assigned int value, with a 

length of 2 bytes in little-endian 
• <<A:2/binary>> corresponds to a matrix of 2 bytes 

To match a variable size byte matrix, you should: 

fun(_Port, <<Count, Data:Count/binary>>) -> 
  #{data => binary_to_list(Data)} 
end. 
 
Once you have matched the variables, you insert them into a JSON encoded structure. The #{name1 

=> A, name2 => B, name3 => C} create a fields attributed in JSON {"name1":A, 

"name2":B, "name3":C}. 

Build Downlink is equivalent to applying the opposite approach. This operation converts any fields 
attribute to binary. The result will be summarized as a fun function with two parameters, which is 
represented with Erlang in JSON, and which converts into binary data. If you program {"fields": 
{"led": 1}}, you will get the following function: 

fun(_Port, #{led := LED}) -> 
  <<LED>> 
end. 
#{name1 := A, name2 := B, name3 := C} corresponds to the fields attribute which 
contains the JSON structure {"name1": A, "name2": B, "name3": C}. The order is not 
important, but all fields are required. 

The binary number is then obtained by following an approach similar to the model explained above. 
For example, << A, B, C >> consists of a binary number of three integers of 1 byte. 
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In order to obtain a variable size matrix, you can code: 
 

fun(_Port, #{data := Data}) -> 
  <<(length(Data)), (list_to_binary(Data))/binary>> 
end.  
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k. Create a new connector 

 

To access this page, follow the following route: 
 

 

 

 

To create a new connector, you can define it, in the General tab: 

 

* Mandatory field Description 

Connector Name * Connector name 

Application Refers to a specific event handler 

Format * 
Message payload format 
Raw Data → send only the binary content of the data field, without port numbers or flags. 
Web Form → to encode fields in a query string 

URl * 

Defines a target host: 
→ ws: (without host port) for Web Sockets 
→ http:// for HTTP POST or https:// for HTTP/SSL or http: to enter only 
→ mqtt:// for MQTT or mqtts:// for MQTT/SSL 
→ amqp:// for AMQP or amqp:// for AMQP/SSL 

Publish Uplinks 
Server model to build the publication subject for uplinks messages, for example. out / {devaddr}. 
This can be used to include the actual DevEUI, DevAddr or any other data field in the message field. 

Publish Events Server model for building a topic for publishing event messages. 

Subscribe which is a subject to subscribe to. It can include broker-specific wilcards 

Received Topics Template for analyzing the topic of received messages (subscribers) 

Enabled * Flag that allows you to temporarily disable an existing connector. 

Failed 

Indicates what has failed. The event list includes more details.  
Badarg → when certain connector parameters are wrong 
Network → when the destination server cannot be reached 
Topic → when the target broker configuration is incorrect 
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To create a new connector, you can define it, in the Authentication tab: 

 

To include node-specific attributes, the published and used topic can include the following templates: 

• {deveui} which corresponds to the DevEUI of the node 
• {devaddr} which corresponds to the DevAddr of the node 

• {group} which corresponds to the node group 

If the connector is activated and a Subscribe section is defined, the server will automatically connect 
to the MQTT broker and subscribe to this section. 

You can generate a Self-signed User Certificate (cert.pem) and corresponding to a Private Key 
(key.pem): 

openssl req -x509 -newkey rsa:4096 -keyout privkey.pem -out cert.pem -days 
365 
openssl rsa -in privkey.pem -out key.pem 
 
 
 
Please read the Integration Guide for detailed information on connecting to a generic MQTT server 
such as RabbitMQ or an IoT platform such as AWS IoT, IBM Watson IoT and Azure IoT Hub. 
 

* Mandatory field Description 

Client ID Is a MQTT parameter 

Auth 
Identifies the type of authentication: 
→ Username+Password for common servers 
→ Shared Access Signature for Microsoft servers 

Name ID for simple authentication 

Password/Key ID for simple authentication 

User Certificate ID if SSL authentication is required 

Private Key 
ID if SSL authentication is required 

 

https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server/blob/master/doc/Integration.md
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Regarding the operation and creation of connectors: 
 

− Web Sockets 

− HTTP/REST 

− MQTT 

− MongoDB 

Please refer to the document Connectors. 
 
 

 

  

https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server/blob/master/doc/Connectors.md
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3. Manage the server via APIs 

 

The following REST resources are available: 
 

Resource Methods Explanation 

/applications GET Supported LoRaWAN 
applications 

/users GET, POST Users of the admin interface 

/users/ABC GET, PUT, DELETE User ABC 

/gateways GET, POST LoRaWAN gateways 

/gateways/123 GET, PUT, DELETE Gateway with MAC=123 

/multicast_channels GET, POST Class C multicast channels 

/multicast_channels/123 GET, PUT, DELETE Multicast channel with 
DevAddr=123 

/ignored_nodes GET, POST Nodes ignored by the server 

/ignored_nodes/123 GET, PUT, DELETE Ignored node with 
DevAddr=123 

/devices GET, POST Devices registered for over-the-
air activation (OTAA) 

/devices/123 GET, PUT, DELETE Device with DevEUI=123 

/nodes GET, POST Active network nodes, both ABP 
and activated OTAA 

/nodes/123 GET, PUT, DELETE Active network node with 
DevAddr=123 

/txframes GET Frames scheduled for 
transmission 

/txframes/123 GET, DELETE Frame with ID=123 

/rxframes GET Recent received frames 

/handlers GET Backend handlers 

/handlers/ABC GET, DELETE Backend handler for the Group 
ABC 

/connectors GET Backend connectors 

/connectors/ABC GET, DELETE Backend connector ABC 

/events GET Recent errors and warnings 

 
There is a 1: 1 mapping between the REST API and the web administration. Web parameters defined 
as optional do not need to be provided in the REST API. 
 
Generally, POST requests should be used to create new entries and PUT should be used to update 
existing entries. 
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a. Get a list of all users 

GET /users HTTP/1.1 
 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: application/json 
[{"name":"admin","pass":"admin"}, {"name":"backup","pass":"backup"}] 
 

b. Create or update a set of users 

POST /users HTTP/1.1 
Content-Type: application/json 
[{"name":"admin","pass":"admin"}, {"name":"backup","pass":"backup"}] 
 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 
 

c. Search for user information 

GET /users/backup HTTP/1.1 
 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 
Content-Type: application/json 
{"name":"backup","pass":"backup"} 

d. Update user 

PUT /users/backup HTTP/1.1 
Content-Type: application/json 
{"name":"backup","pass":"backup"} 
 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

e. Delete user 

 

DELETE /users/backup HTTP/1.1 
 

HTTP/1.1 204 No Content 

f. Filter 

To list only certain items, the REST API accepts the _filters request parameter, which must contain 
JSON encoded in the URL. For example : 
http://server:8080/rxframes?_filters={"devaddr":"22222222"} 
 

g. Sort 

The REST API accepts the _sortField and _sortDir request parameters to sort the list. _SortDir values 
can be ASC or DESC. For example : 
 

http://server:8080/rxframes?_sortField=datetime&_sortDir=ASC 
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h. Paging 

The REST API accepts _page and _perPage request parameters for paging lists, for example: 
 

http://server:8080/rxframes?_page=2&_perPage=20 
 

The server also inserts the X-Total-Count HTTP header indicating the total number of items. 
 
Proxy Configuration 
 
When the LoRaWAN server is installed behind an HTTP proxy, you may need to adjust the proxy 
configuration as follows. 
 
Apache HTTP 
 

Configuration of a proxy in “lorawan.example.com” and transmission of data by 
http://localhost:8080 
 

<VirtualHost *:80> 
    ProxyPass        /ws  ws://localhost:8080/ws 
    ProxyPass        /    http://localhost:8080/ 
    ProxyPassReverse /    http://localhost:8080/ 
    ProxyPreserveHost On 
    ServerName lorawan.example.com 
</VirtualHost> 
 

Backup and Restore 
 
Use the dbexport script to save your list of users, gateways, devices and nodes. This will create 
multiple db * .json files. 
Use the dbimport script to re-import these files to the server database. 
 
The database is stored in the Mnesia.lorawan@localhost directory. To upgrade the database structure 
or recover from database errors, you must run dbexport, then stop the server, update the server 
binaries, delete the Mnesia directory, start the server and run dbimport. 
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4. Node-RED 

ATIM does not provide any technical support on the Node-RED application part which is 

made available to you so that you can develop your own applications. 

 

In order to connect to the Node-RED interface, it will be necessary, via a web browser, to enter the 
following URL : http://server:1880 

For all information concerning the Node-RED application part, we direct you to the following links: 

▪ Official Node-RED documentation 

▪ Github Node-RED documentation 

▪ Tutorial videos 

  

https://nodered.org/docs/
https://github.com/node-red
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3AR432bguOY&list=PLKYvTRORAnx6a9tETvF95o35mykuysuOw
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Software update 
 

For the Linux system the update is done either on the command line. 
 
For the LoRaWAN gateway & network server, we have set up a Github repository at the following 
address: 
https://github.com/1gate 
 
The "tools" repository contains utilities for: 
– Automate the installation of LoRaWAN gateways and servers (reserved 1-GATE), 
– Switch the main file system (/ root) to read mode or read / write mode. 
 
The "1G-LWG-COM-868-XXX" repository contains utilities for: 
– Install and update the gateway part. 
 
The "1G-LWS-COM-868-XXX" repository contains utilities for: 
 
– Install and update the server part. 
Before you can update the LoRaWAN gateway / server, you must switch the main file system to read 
/ write mode using the command: 
 
sudo ./tools/overlay/rfs_rw.sh 
sudo reboot 
 
For information, the boot partition is also mounted in read-only mode at startup. 
The user partition "/ home / ogate" remains in read / write mode. 
 
Once the updates have been completed, you should consider restoring the system to read-only 
mode using the command : 
 
sudo ./tools/overlay/rfs_ro.sh 
sudo reboot 
 
The log files and the Mnesia database of the LoRaWAN server are in the / home / ogate / lorawan-
server directory. 
 
To update the LoRaWAN part, you must go to the git directory concerned, update it and then restart 
the installation. 
 
cd 1G-LWS-COM-868-XXX 
sudo git pull 
cd gotthardp 
sudo ./install_lws.sh 
 
 

 

https://github.com/1gate
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Technical support 

We also implement technical assistance, only by form on this 
page:  https://www.atim.com/en/support-2/technical-support/ 

 

This assistance is limited in time and centralized on the basic functionality of the gateway, the Linux 
OS originally installed (Raspbian), the packet forwarder (Semtech) as well as on the Network Server 
(Petr Gotthard) supplied as standard: 

• Gateway startup 

•  of the gateway in the different modes 

ATIM provides you with a gateway but not the driver's license that goes with it, you have to 
learn how to use and program it: 

• For technical questions concerning the Packet Forwarder, please consult the 
page:  https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder 

• For technical questions concerning the integrated Network Server, please consult the page: 
https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server 

https://github.com/Lora-net/packet_forwarder
https://github.com/gotthardp/lorawan-server

